MODIS Aerosol Optical Thickness Product Algorithm Verification and Analysis
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Abstract

A Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol optical thickness inversion algorithm has been rapidly developed in recent years, forming various representative aerosol optical thickness remote sensing products. Typical inversion algorithms include Dark Target, Dark Target–Deep Blue (DTB), and the high-spatial-resolution aerosol retrieval algorithm based on a priori land surface (HARLS). Both DTB and HARLS can realise aerosol optical depth inversion over land worldwide, but their accuracy and space–time adaptability vary. In this study, 80 Aerosol Robotic Network data worldwide were selected as the evaluation basis to quantitatively analyse and verify the adaptability and accuracy of different aerosol inversion algorithms on various underlying surfaces. The results indicate that the DTB algorithm has a higher inversion accuracy in vegetation area, whereas HARLS algorithm performs better in urban area; the HARLS and DTB algorithm accuracies in desert area type were found to be similar. The results provide a basis for selecting appropriate aerosol optical thickness remote sensing products for different applications.
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observation geometry. On this basis, the LSR in red–blue channels were expressed as a function of the scattering angle ($\theta$) and vegetation index, which further improved the LSR accuracy in the red–blue channels and reduced the aerosol inversion error (Levy et al., 2007). The DT algorithm achieves superior inversion results in vegetation areas compared to the other algorithms, but it performs poorly in certain high LSR areas. To solve this problem, Hsu et al (2004) proposed the DB algorithm for aerosol inversion in bright areas, which is based on the fact that the LSR in the blue band is low and stable. The DB algorithm uses Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) LSR data after atmospheric correction and minimum synthesis technology to construct a blue channel seasonal LSR database, and it uses multi-channel albedo and brightness temperature at 11 $\mu$m and 12 $\mu$m for cloud detection. Inverting aerosols using the DB algorithm can reduce the influence of observation geometry and Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) on the surface, and it can make up for the bright areas that the DT algorithm cannot invert (Wei et al., 2019). The latest Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) products combine the advantages of DT and DB algorithms into a new algorithm (DTB). The DTB algorithm judges the surface type by setting the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) threshold, and it chooses the corresponding inversion algorithm according to the underlying surface type. Therefore, the DTB algorithm can achieve highly accurate optical depth inversion for different surface types.

HARLS, proposed by Sun et al. (2018), realised the global high-resolution inversion of terrestrial AOD by constructing a priori global LSR and aerosol type databases (Wei, 2017). Unlike the DB algorithm, HARLS uses MOD09A1 LSR data to construct a blue channel LSR database and uses the dynamic threshold method to detect clouds. Using MOD04 aerosol products and by synthesising seasonal aerosol type databases, the HARLS algorithm can accurately retrieve aerosols in bright areas with a high spatial resolution (1 km). Both the DTB and HARLS
algorithms can realise AOD inversion over land worldwide. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the accuracy and adaptability of the two algorithms for AOD inversion.

In recent years, the quality of AOD products has been a widely discussed issue in the scientific community. Many scholars have conducted in-depth research on the performances and adaptabilities of various aerosol products (Yang et al., 2016). Li et al. (2012) verified the accuracy of MODIS aerosol products in Northwest China using the AOD values observed by solar photometers at four locations in Xinjiang. The results demonstrated that both MODIS C4 and C5 products overestimated AOD values. They noted that both the aerosol model and LSR estimation were the reasons for this overestimation. Sayer et al. (2013) used data from 60 Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) sites to study the accuracy and uncertainty of C6 DB products. Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2017) validated the global accuracy of the MODIS DT and DB algorithms and evaluated the impact of surface reflectance and aerosol models on algorithm accuracy. Aerosol product adaptability analyses can be divided into regional and global validations. At present, most studies have focused on the validation and analysis of aerosol products in a specific region, and there is a lack of in-depth analysis of the adaptability of the DTB and HARLS algorithms both for different regions and globally.

This study aims to evaluate the AOD inversion accuracy of the DTB and HARLS algorithms. Long-term sequence data of MOD04 C6.1 DTB (10 km) and HARLS AOD (1 km) from 2014 to 2016 were obtained. AERONET ground-based observation data, from typical underlying surfaces with large difference in surface types, were selected to verify and compare the aerosol products. The adaptabilities of these two different aerosol inversion algorithms on a global scale and in different regions were assessed, providing a basis for selecting appropriate AOD remote sensing products for different applications and improving the accuracy of the inversion algorithm (Zhou et al., 2009).
2 METHODS

2.1 Inversion Algorithms

2.1.1 HARLS

The apparent reflectance observed by satellite sensors comprises LSR and atmospheric contributions, as illustrated in Equation (1).

\[ \rho_{TOA}(\theta_s,\psi) = \rho_{Aer}(\theta_s,\psi) + \rho_{Ray}(\theta_s,\psi) + \frac{\rho_{Sur}}{1-\rho_{Sur}} T'(\theta_s)T(\theta_v) \]  

(1)

The LSR \( \rho_{Sur} \) is unknown. Certain parameters can be written as a function of optical thickness \( \tau \). The aerosol model provides two parameters: single scattering albedo and asymmetric factor. Thus, the aerosol inversion algorithm faces two primary problems: LSR estimation and aerosol type selection (Sun et al., 2016). The complexity and diversity of land surface structures make it difficult to estimate the LSR. The diversity of aerosol types changes over time and space, making it difficult to invert the AOD. HARLS constructs a blue-channel LSR database using MODIS 8-d synthetic LSR products. To eliminate the influence of clouds and atmospheric correction error, a monthly surface reflectance database was constructed using the minimum synthesis method, which provides more accurate surface reflectance for aerosol inversion. The database used is the synthesis of surface reflectance products from 2010 to 2014, which is different from the current year land surface reflectance database used by Wei et al. (2018). For cloud detection, the reflectance of the underlying surface was provided according to the established LSR database; then, the 6S radiation transfer model was used to simulate the change in the apparent reflectance under different observation and atmosphere conditions. If the real apparent reflectance of a pixel, that is, the apparent reflectance provided in the image is greater than the change of the simulated apparent reflectance maximum value, then the pixel is considered a cloud pollution pixel (Wei., 2017). For aerosol type selection, Levy et al. (2013) used the aerosol robotic network (AERONET) to measure...
aerosol optical properties and conducted a new cluster analysis on aerosol types; the results showed that the measured values of most AERONET sites remained unchanged in the global pattern. Therefore, we assume that the dominant aerosol types at each observation site are a function of the season (Levy et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2016b). We then use the daily aerosol type data provided by MODIS aerosol products to obtain all MOD04 aerosol type data in a quarter; the mode of all data aerosol type values was taken as the aerosol type of the pixel, so as to establish the global aerosol type dataset in different seasons (Fig. 1). The spatial resolution of the global aerosol type database is 1 km, and the values 1 to 5 represent the following: 1: continental aerosol, 2: moderate absorption model, 3: strong absorption model, 4: weak absorption model, and 5: dust aerosol. MOD02 1-km data were used as input data; therefore, HARLS can be used to retrieve the AOD over land at a high resolution (1 km).
Fig. 1. (a) Blue band image of global 1-km surface reflectance and (b) distribution map of global aerosol types.

2.2 MODIS Aerosol Products

MODIS datasets provide two aerosol products with long time series and global coverage: second-level daily aerosol products with resolutions of 10 km (MxD04_L2, where O represents the Terra satellite and Y represents the Aqua satellite) and 3 km (MxD04_3K). This study verifies the accuracy of the DTB algorithm and HARLS; therefore, the MOD04_L2 (DTB) dataset was selected. To ensure the objectivity of the comparison results, HARLS utilised the same data source as that of the DTB algorithm (MOD02 1 km).

2.2.1 MODIS DTB algorithm

The DT algorithm exhibits sufficient inversion accuracy in dense vegetation areas. The LSR of vegetation varies greatly over time; thus, it is particularly important to determine the real-time LSR of vegetation for AOD inversion accuracy. Based on Kaufman (Kaufman et al., 1997; Kaufman and Sendar, 1988; Gupta, 2016), Levy et al. (2007) found that the linear relationship between 2.12 µm and red-blue channels LSR is not fixed but changes with the observed geometric conditions.
Therefore, a more accurate method for estimating LSR is proposed. The red and blue channel LSR is expressed as a function of scattering angle ($\theta$) and vegetation index:

\[ \rho_{0.66} = f(\rho_{2.12}) = \rho_{2.12} \times \text{slope}_{0.66/2.12} + y_{\text{int}}_{0.66/2.12} \]

\[ \rho_{0.47} = g(\rho_{0.66}) = \rho_{0.66} \times \text{slope}_{0.47/0.66} + y_{\text{int}}_{0.47/0.66} \]  

(2)

where $\rho_{2.12}$, $\rho_{0.66}$, and $\rho_{0.47}$ represent the LSR at 2.12-μm, 0.66-μm, and 0.47-μm channels. Therefore, the DT algorithm can estimate the LSR of vegetation area more accurately and retrieve AOD with higher accuracy (Sun et al., 2016).

The DB algorithm can effectively retrieve AOD in high reflectivity regions. Certain highlighted areas, such as cities and deserts, are less affected by the phenological period and their LSRs do not change significantly over time. Therefore, the DB algorithm uses minimum synthesis technology to construct a blue channel LSR database for multi-channel SeaWiFS surface reflectance data to provide the LSR. The latest DB algorithm also improves the surface reflectance estimation. Using an LSR database and the NDVI, a hybrid method was used to determine the LSR under different land cover types.

Therefore, the DT and DB algorithms exhibit different advantages for various underlying surface types. The DTB algorithm combines these two algorithms and selects the appropriate algorithm according to the NDVI threshold setting: (1) If NDVI > 0.3, use the DT algorithm; (2) if NDVI < 0.2, use the DB algorithm; (3) if 0.2 ≤ NDVI ≤ 0.3, take the average value of the inversion results of the DT and DB algorithms or select a data set with high-quality control (QA=3 for DT algorithm and QA=2 for DB algorithm). Therefore, the DTB algorithm can achieve AOD inversion over land with high accuracy. However, due to the limited resolution of the SeaWiFS data, the resolution of the AOD products produced by the DTB algorithm (10 km) is lower than that of HARLS (1 km).

2.3 AERONET Data
AERONET is a globally calibrated terrestrial aerosol observation network that uses CE-318 solar photometer measurements to collect data. AERONET can provide AOD at 380 nm, 440 nm, 500 nm, 675 nm, 870 nm, and 1020 nm, with observation errors ranging from 0.01 to 0.02 (Holben et al., 1998), and three levels of AOD measurements: L1.0 (unscreened), L1.5 (cloud screening), L2.0 (cloud screening and quality assurance). L2.0 data exhibits higher quality control and reliability; hence, we selected L2.0 as the validation data.

**Fig. 2.** Distribution map of part AERONET sites. (The base map uses MODIS land classification products, the small map shows the distribution of sites in the urban area). The central wavelength and spatial-temporal scale corresponding to the MODIS data and AERONET site data, respectively, do not match; therefore, data interpolation and spatiotemporal matching were required to realise the effective verification comparison of site data and aerosol
products. Using AERONET data available at 500 nm and 675 nm for AOD measurements, AOD values at 550 nm were interpolated using the Ångström algorithm (1964) (Equation 3-5).

\[
\text{AOD}_i = \beta \lambda_i^{-\alpha}
\]

(3)

\[
\alpha = \frac{\ln(\text{AOD}_{\lambda_1}/\text{AOD}_{\lambda_2})}{\ln(\lambda_1/\lambda_2)}
\]

(4)

\[
\beta = \frac{\text{AOD}_{\lambda_1}}{\lambda_i^{-\alpha}}
\]

(5)

where AOD\(_i\) is the aerosol optical thickness of wavelength \(\lambda_i\), \(\beta\) is the turbidity coefficient of Ångström, and \(\alpha\) is the wavelength index, which is related to the aerosol average radius. \(\lambda_1\), \(\lambda_2\) represent the wavelengths at 500 nm and 675 nm, respectively. To improve the reliability of the data comparison, the AERONET site data and aerosol products were matched in both time and space. Time matching was based on the transit time of the satellite, and the AOD value of the station was selected and averaged within 30 min before and after that time. Spatial matching was based on the spatial average of aerosol data in 5 × 5 pixels centred on the station.

2.4 Evaluation Methods

The Pearson correlation coefficient method was used to calculate the correlation coefficient \(r\) between the inverted AOD values and the AERONET ground-based AOD values. The expected error (EE), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and relative mean bias (RMB) (Bilal et al., 2016; Georgoulias and Zanis, 2016; Almazroui, 2019) were calculated to quantitatively evaluate the uncertainty of aerosol inversion. A RMB greater than 1 or less than 1 indicates that the AOD values of aerosol inversion are overestimated or underestimated, respectively.

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i-\bar{x})(y_i-\bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i-\bar{x})^2\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i-\bar{y})^2}}
\]

(6)

\[
EE = \pm(0.05 + 0.15 \times \text{AOD}_{\text{AERONET}})
\]

(7)
\[ MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |(AOD_{\text{Satellite}} - AOD_{\text{AERONET}})| \]  
\[ RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (AOD_{\text{Satellite}} - AOD_{\text{AERONET}})^2} \]  
\[ RMB = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{|AOD_{\text{Satellite}}|}{AOD_{\text{AERONET}}} \]  

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 HARLS and DTB Algorithms Global-scale Verification

In the study, we selected 80 global AERONET sites to verify the aerosol product accuracies. Fig. 2 compares the HARLS and DTB algorithms with AERONET station observations. The data points exhibit the expected error. The HARLS and DTB algorithms inversion results agree with those of the AERONET site data (RH = 0.8220 and RDTB = 0.8720). The RMB of both algorithms is greater than 1, which indicates that they overestimate the AOD value. This is because the HARLS and DTB algorithms adopt the minimum synthesis method to build an LSR database. Under atmospheric pollution conditions, the underestimation of LSR produces high AOD values. Moreover, both algorithms exhibit similar MAEs (MAEH = 0.0988 and MAEDTB = 0.0822) and RMSEs (RMSEH = 0.15 and RMSEDTB = 0.13); however, the DTB algorithm exhibits a higher inversion rate (69.95%) within the expected error than the HARLS algorithm (61.02%). As displayed in Fig. 3, when the AOD value is small (AOD < 0.5), more DTB algorithm points fall within the expected error line, while when the AOD value is large, (AOD > 0.5) HARLS exhibits a higher success rate. To illustrate this phenomenon in greater detail, we classify AOD values into different levels (A: 0–0.1, B: 0.1–0.2, C: 0.2–0.5, D: 0.5–1.0, and E: >1.0) and calculate the MAE for each level. As illustrated in Fig. 4, when the AOD value is less than 0.2, the DTB algorithm MAE is lower than that of HARLS. However, with an increase in the AOD value (AOD > 0.5), HARLS exhibits a higher inversion accuracy. In vegetation areas, AOD values are typically smaller.
owing to less human activity, while those of urban areas are subject to greater human activity and industrial emissions and thus exhibit higher AOD values. This demonstrates that the two algorithms exhibit various adaptabilities under different surface types. To understand the differences between the two algorithms, their accuracies and adaptabilities under different surface types were analysed in depth.

Fig. 3. (a) HARLS and (b) MOD04_DTB AOD validations. Green solid line represents data point line of best fit, black line represents $Y = X$, and dotted lines represent error lines.

Fig. 4. Deviation histograms for different AOD ranges.
3.2 HARLS and DTB Algorithm Regional Adaptability Analysis

Owing to changes in geography, climate, and human activity, AOD inversion algorithms exhibit different adaptabilities at various regional levels. The reflectance of the vegetation area is affected by the vegetation growth rule. The complex surface type and BRDF of urban areas greatly impact their LSR. The sand and dust weather in arid and semi-arid areas also make LSR determination more difficult. There are significant differences between the HARLS and DTB algorithms in determining LSR, leading to differences in algorithm adaptability across regions (Yang et al., 2016).

In this study, the HARLS and DTB algorithms adaptability under different land surface types is tested and compared for middle eastern North America (MENA), Middle Europe (ME), arid Northwest Africa (NA), and Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH).

3.2.1 Vegetation area

MENA and ME are typical vegetation cover areas. The climate is primarily temperate continental that is suitable for vegetation growth, particularly sub-frigid coniferous forest. The region is characterised by high vegetation coverage, accounting for approximately 30% of the global total (Wei et al., 2018). Early industrial development polluted the air in this area, primarily with fine particle and aerosol-type pollutants with weak absorption (Wei, 2017). Thirty-one AERONET sites were selected in this area to verify the two algorithms (Fig. 5 is a comparison of HARLS and the DTB algorithm for AOD inversion in MENA). As illustrated in Fig. 5, the DTB algorithm is superior to HARLS for all accuracy indicators, and it exhibits greater consistency with AERONET site data. For the DTB algorithm, 85% of the points fall within the expected error line, which is higher than that for HARLS (63%). The MAE (0.04) and RMSE (0.07) for the DTB algorithm were also smaller than those of HARLS (MAE=0.08 and RMSE=0.12). This is primarily because MENA is a high vegetation-coverage area. The DTB algorithm selects the DT algorithm to invert the AOD value in this area. The DT algorithm determines the LSR based on the close
relationship between the 2.12-µm and red–blue channels, which is more stable in the vegetation area. Therefore, the DT algorithm can accurately determine the vegetation LSR to invert the AOD value with high accuracy. In contrast, vegetation LSR varies greatly in the growing season. HARLS establishes an LSR database using the minimum synthesis method. Therefore, in the vegetation growing season, HARLS underestimates the vegetation LSR, resulting in an overestimation of the AOD value, which also explains why the HARLS RMB (1.5047) is higher than that of the DTB RMB (1.1493). Moreover, the vegetation area AOD values are small, with 95% of the values being less than 0.5 (Fig. 5); this further confirms that the DTB algorithm exhibits a high inversion accuracy in vegetation areas where the aerosol type is primarily weak absorption.

![Fig. 5.](a) HARLS and (b) MOD04_DTB AOD validations in vegetation area. Black line represents Y = X, and dotted lines represent error lines.

3.2.2 Urban areas

BTH is the largest and most productive urban area in northern China. BTH exhibits a complex surface structure, including several bright surfaces and urban areas with artificial buildings and sparse vegetation (Wang et al., 2012). The regional aerosol models primarily exhibit weak and
medium absorption (Wei et al., 2018). As displayed in Fig. 6, the HARLS and DTB algorithms inversion accuracy in urban areas is lower than that in vegetation areas. First, the urban area surface types are complex, and the relationship between the red and blue channels of these land surface types with the LSR of the 2.1-µm channel exhibits more complex behaviour that is inconsistent with that of natural vegetation areas. Therefore, when DTB selects the DT or DB algorithm for AOD inversion, it results in poor inversion accuracy. Second, the LSR of urban areas is high, and it is also vulnerable to seasonal variations of vegetation growth and death stages, and BRDF. Therefore, both the HARLS and DTB algorithms produce errors in their LSR estimations for urban areas. However, compared with the HARLS and DTB algorithm accuracies in urban areas, the HARLS inversion results are more consistent with AERONET site data, and more points satisfy the expected errors as exhibited by the smaller RMB and MAE. Generally speaking, HARLS exhibits higher inversion accuracy than the DTB algorithm in urban areas. This is primarily because urban surface heterogeneity is a problem in AOD inversion for urban areas. For example, when vegetation is near a building, the LSR of the entire pixel changes. Improving pixel resolution can effectively reduce the impact of surface heterogeneity on estimating LSR. The DTB algorithm exhibits a resolution of 10 km due to the limited SeaWiFS database resolution, while HARLS uses MOD09A1 data to establish a 1-km resolution LSR database. To further verify the influence of resolution on the inversion accuracy of urban area, Multi-Angle Implementation of Atmospheric Correction (MAIAC, 1-km resolution) aerosol products are included and compared with those of the other algorithms. The MAIAC algorithm uses a time series method to obtain the surface reflection relationship between MODIS blue and shortwave infrared bands in dark and bright regions and considers the influence of bidirectional surface reflection. The MAIAC algorithm not only improves the spatial resolution of the product but also the inversion accuracy in bright areas. Wang (2021) verified the adaptability of MODIS MAIAC AOD products in China from 2008 to
2016; the MAIAC inversion results performed well in Beijing urban area (EE = 57.12%, RMSE = 0.20). Compared with the DTB algorithm, HARLS and MAIAC have more points in the expected error line and a higher accuracy; the verification accuracy is consistent with Wang's verification results in urban areas. It has also been verified that the higher spatial resolution can improve the inversion accuracy in urban areas (Wang et al., 2021). Therefore, the HARLS and MAIAC algorithms can achieve a higher inversion accuracy in urban areas than the DTB algorithm.

![Graphs](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 6.** (a) HARLS, (b) MOD04_DTB, and (c) MAIAC AOD validations in urban area. Black line represents Y = X, and dotted lines represent error lines.
3.2.3 Desert region

NA primarily includes the Sahara Desert. The regional climate is predominately arid and tropical, with high temperatures and low vegetation coverage. Owing to the influence of the Sahara Desert, the region has become a primary source of dust weather (Hsu et al., 2004). The overall regional reflectance is higher than that of other regions because of the frequent dust weather and lack of vegetation coverage. Twenty-six AERONET sites were selected in this area for comparative verification. Fig. 7 displays a comparison and validation chart of HARLS and the DTB algorithm for aerosol inversion in desert areas. As illustrated in the figure, the consistency between AOD inversions by HARLS and the DTB algorithm with that of the AERONET site data is lower than that of vegetation and urban areas. The HARLS and DTB algorithms perform poorly in desert areas. First, the overall desert area reflectance is higher than that of other area types. With the increase in reflectance, the aerosol optical thickness sensitivity to apparent reflectance decreases. Second, frequent dust activity and complex surface information in desert areas make it difficult to determine the LSR. The HARLS and DTB algorithm accuracies in this area type are similar. The Northern Africa area is primarily desert; thus, the influence of surface heterogeneity can be neglected. Therefore, the high-resolution characteristics of HARLS do not exhibit an advantage in desert areas.
Fig. 7. (a) HARLS and (b) MOD04_DTB AOD validations in desert area. Black line represents $Y = X$, and dotted lines represent error lines.

3.3 HARLS and DTB Algorithm Spatial Comparative Analysis

Fig. 8 shows the spatial distribution of HARLS and DTB algorithms for different underlying surfaces. The results indicate that the aerosol distribution of HARLS algorithm in three typical areas (urban, vegetation, and desert areas) shown in (a), (c) and (e); (b), (d) and (f) show the spatial distribution of DTB in different regions. DTB and HARLS algorithm exhibit better spatial continuity under different underlying surfaces. The primary reason is that the HARLS algorithm can realize different underlay AOD inversion by building global LSR database, the DTB algorithm employs the DT algorithm in dense vegetation area for inversion; however, the DT algorithm cannot achieve inversion for high-density surface underlay-type, in which case, the DB algorithm is used for AOD inversion. Therefore, both algorithms can realize AOD inversion under different surface types on a global scale. However, the overall inversion of AOD value of DTB algorithm in urban area is higher than that of HARLS algorithm. For vegetation area, the overall inversion of AOD value of HARLS algorithm is higher than that of DTB algorithm. This further verifies the regional verification results. Moreover, the HARLS algorithm has higher RMB value in vegetation area, while DTB algorithm has higher RMB value in urban area.
Fig. 8. Spatial contrast distribution of different aerosol products. (a) and (b), (c) and (d), and (e) and (f) show the spatial distributions of HARLS and DTB aerosol products in urban, vegetation, and desert areas, respectively.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on AERONET ground observation data in the global and different land surface types, this study compares and analyses the adaptability of aerosol results retrieved using different algorithms. Based on the results, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Global-scale verification demonstrates that the DTB algorithm exhibits higher accuracy in the low AOD range, while HARLS exhibits superior performance in the high AOD range. This is because the DTB algorithm selects different algorithms for various surface types.
2. The DT algorithm can accurately estimate the LSR in vegetation areas in real-time, while HARLS is limited by a historical LSR database. Therefore, the DTB algorithm exhibits sufficient inversion accuracy in vegetation areas. HARLS exhibits superior performance to that of the DTB algorithm in urban areas because of the uneven urban surface. The high-resolution inversion characteristics of HARLS can be advantageous. Due to the bright and uniform surface of the desert area, HARLS and the DTB algorithm exhibit similar accuracy.

3. The methods employed to construct the database and choice of algorithm, allow the HARLS and DTB algorithms to realize AOD inversion for different land surface types worldwide; consequently, they exhibit a high spatial continuity.

4. The DTB algorithm combines the advantages of the DT and DB algorithms; however, its global verification results are suboptimal. This result indicates that it is not always correct to rely solely on a fixed NDVI threshold merging procedure, and various factors, such as land-use type, aerosol type, and pixel resolution (Wei et al., 2019), must also be considered.
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